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 The Eighteenth Century, vol. 34, no. 2, 1993
 "ORIGINS OF THE SPECIOUS": JAMES
 MACPHERSON'S OSSIAN AND THE FORGING OF
 THE BRITISH EMPIRE
 Leith Davis
 From the 1761 publication date of Fingal, An Ancient Epic Poem
 onward, studies of James Macpherson have concentrated on the
 authenticity of the alleged Gaelic poems and the motivation of their
 fabricator, to the exclusion of other considerations. Only recently
 have critics begun to read Macpherson in the context of Scottish
 politics, suggesting that he provided a focus for Highland and
 Lowland cultural nationalism after the shattering defeat of the High-
 landers at Culloden.1 In this discussion, I would like to examine
 Macpherson's poems and his later prose works in a wider context as
 cultural documents that helped construct the "imagined community"
 of Britain. Moving beyond the issue of authorial intent, I will argue
 that Macpherson's work both reflected and reinforced the changing
 hegemonic relationship between England and Scotland. The poems
 of Ossian were forgeries in a different sense than commonly applied
 to them; they forged a common identity for Highlanders, Lowlanders
 and English readers alike. Consequently, they facilitated the par-
 ticipation of an assimilated Scotland in the development of the British
 Empire in the nineteenth century.
 I take the concept of an "imagined community" from Benedict
 Anderson's observations on the fictional construction of nationhood.2
 Elaborating on the work of Ernest Gellner in Nations and Nationalism ,
 Anderson argues for an understanding of the "cultural systems" which
 precede and encourage nationalism. These "cultural systems" en-
 courage the naturalization of a created shared history. Timothy
 Brennan sums up this process: "Nations . . . are imaginary constructs
 that depend for their existence on an apparatus of cultural fictions in
 which imaginative literature plays a decisive role."3 Many studies
 concerning the construction of British nationality have concentrated
 on the influence of the novel in creating the myth of empire in
 England and its colonies.4 But it is also crucial to consider how
 literature conveyed views of nationhood in the British Isles before the
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 age of nineteenth-century empire building.5 Before proceeding in my
 discussion of Macpherson, I want to focus on changes in the concept
 of nationhood in Scotland and England around the time of the 1707
 Act of Union.
 The Union of Scotland and England was unique in the history of
 nations because it was created through language, not through military
 power. Unlike Wales and Ireland, Scotland was legally recognized,
 albeit reluctantly, by England as a kingdom in its own right before it
 was politically subsumed. The Union was achieved by the Scots
 Parliament writing itself (and its country's independence) out of
 existence. Moreover, the Union occurred in the midst of a rapidly
 growing publishing world which provided the middle-classes with
 news and views. Although negotiations for the Union took place
 behind the closed doors of the Houses of Parliament, coffee-house
 patrons could read about the debates in pamphlets and newspapers.
 Readers in Edinburgh were bombarded by circulars, each professing
 an expert opinion on the positive and negative aspects of the Union.
 The prospect of unification caused confusion among Scottish
 people regarding the nature of their national identity. Pamphleteers
 like Andrew Fletcher appealed to an historic sense of Scottish cultural
 integrity. James Watson produced a collection of poetry written in
 Scots in an attempt to consolidate a national literary identity. Yet
 other writers were concerned to embrace English values, expunge
 Scotticisms, and embark on a process of commercial improvement,
 becoming, as the Duke of Queensbury announced, "one in Hearts and
 Affections, as we are inseparably joyn' d in Interest with our Neighbor
 Nation."6
 At the same time as the Scots were re-defining their collective view
 of themselves, the English were contending with their own problems
 of national identity. As a result of the Glorious Revolution of 1688,
 England had gained a unique political character as a limited monar-
 chy, but it also found itself saddled with a ruler who was undeniably
 un-English, indeed, who could not speak the mother-tongue. Defoe's
 popular satire, "The True-born Englishman" (1701), which went
 through "ten authorized editions and twelve pirated editions in the
 first year,"7 expresses what must have been a common anxiety about
 the nature of English identity. Defoe suggests that the English race is
 "uncertain and unev'n / Deriv'd from all the Nations under Heaven."8
 He continues:
 . . . from a Mixture of all Kinds began,
 That Heterogeneous Thing, An Englishman'.
 In eager Rapes, and furious Lust begot,
 Betwixt a Painted Britain and a Scot,
 Whose gend'ring Offspring quickly learn' d to bow,
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 And yoke their Heifers to the Roman Plough;
 From whence a Mongrel half-Bred Race there came,
 With neither Name nor Nation, Speech nor Fame.
 In whose hot Veins new Mixtures quickly ran,
 Infus'd betwixt a Saxon and a Dane.
 While their Rank Daughters, to their Paren ts just Receiv'd
 all Nations with Promiscuous Lust.
 This Nauseous Brood directly did contain
 The well-extracted Blood of Englishmen, (42)
 Defoe's version of the English "primal scene" is violent and sordid,
 siiggestive of prostitution and its accompanying ills. The Englishman
 is a 'Thing," an impure monster sewn together like Frankenstein's
 creature, rootless and speechless. Without an identifiable origin, the
 English lack a given "Name."
 However, Defoe also argued for the advantages of England's
 heterogeneity. In response to accusations that he was "abusing our
 nation," he included an "Explanatory Preface" in the ninth edition of
 the poem. He notes that the Welsh, Irish, and Scottish nations are "as
 clear from mixtures of blood as any in the world," but he expresses
 his preference for "mix'd blood" and claims that "if I were to write a
 Reverse to the Satyr, I would examine all the Nations of Europe, and
 prove, That those Nations which are most mix'd, are the best, and
 have the least of Barbarism and Brutality among them" (22). What
 we can see beginning to develop is a typology of nations. According
 to Defoe in 'The True-Born Englishman," England is heterogeneous
 and assimilative, hence stronger and more "civilized" than the more
 "pure" Celtic nations.
 Unlike writers of Defoe's generation, however, the writers of mid-
 century England presented different connotations surrounding the
 typology of homogeneity and heterogeneity. For these writers,
 Scotland's* purity was seen as a desirable alternative to England's
 heterogeneity. Cultural heterogeneity, or cosmopolitanism, as
 Gerald Newman points out, was associated with French standards of
 taste.9 The interest in the Celtic periphery, then, marked an attempt
 to root literature back in British soil. Writers like Thomas Gray and
 William Collins, and, later, William Wordsworth and Samuel Taylor
 Coleridge, used the Celtic provinces as sites of creative rejuvenation
 into which they could venture.10 Scotland, in particular, with its still
 extant primitive Highlanders, attracted the attention of the
 proponents of noble savagery.
 Ironically, this fascination with Scotland was also useful in further-
 ing the English national cause, as is evident in William Collins' s "Ode
 on the Popular Superstitions of the Highlands of Scotland, Con-
 sidered as the Subject of Poetry" (1749). Collins's "Ode" begins by
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 praising Scotland's rustic beauty, but concludes by turning the
 reader's attention back to how that beauty has been perceived ex-
 clusively by English writers. The speaker of the "Ode" imagines the
 Scottish poet John Home returning from the busy London scene to
 the more poetically suited simplicity of the Scottish countryside:
 "Fresh to that soil thou turn'st, whose ev'ry Vale / Shall prompt the
 Poet, and his Song demand." Scotland's harshness engenders purity
 among its rustic inhabitants:11 "blest in primal Innocence they live, /
 Suffic'd and happy with that frugal fare / Which Taste full Toil and
 hourly Danger [give]."
 Scotland is also a site of mystical attraction. The speaker envisions
 a "Shrieking maid" who beats her bosom at the funeral of a chieftain
 and a "Gifted Wizzard Seer" who frames spells on Skye; he calls
 Scotland "Fancy's Land . . . Where still, 'tis said, the Fairy People meet."
 He alludes to the ahistorical, oral tradition of Scotland, where poems
 are "Ev'n yet preserv'd . . . Taught by the Father to his list'ning Son,"
 and contrasts this later with the English practices of history and
 writing. Collins' s speaker urges Home to reproduce the original spirit
 of Scotland with his quill by translating the Scottish stories: at "Ev'ry
 Pause, before thy Mind possest, / Old Runic Bards shall seem to rise
 around / With many uncouth Lyres." But as the poem progresses,
 Home the poet is effaced from the scene. Instead, Collins shifts to
 considering previous English writers who have depicted the Scottish
 wilderness. Spenser was charmed by the "strange lays" of Scotland.
 Shakespeare found the materials for his supernatural sequences in
 the Highlands; amid his "bold design" the "Shadowy Kings" of Scot-
 land appear. And the "pensive Wind" of Scotland inspired Edward
 Fairfax's translation of Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered. The "Ode" begins
 by imagining Home the Scot creating poetry which "shall melt per-
 haps" the hearts of those on the "Southern coast," but it concludes by
 describing "warm lays" written by Englishmen which "with softest
 Sweetness . . . Melting" have already filled "impassion'd heart[s]."
 Finally, the speaker presents himself joining the ranks of these es-
 teemed English writers as he contemplates his "Fancy" leading him
 over the heaths and glens of Scotland.
 Poems like the "Ode on the Popular Superstitions of Scotland"
 suggest the eagerness with which English writers like Collins were
 prepared to receive Macpherson's literary efforts when they appeared
 a decade later. Macpherson's representation of the Scottish nation
 exhibited a Scotland that really was the primitive paradise they im-
 agined it to be, full of "old Runic bards" and swooning maidens. The
 enthusiasm with which the poems of Ossian were greeted is under-
 standable. But what is puzzling is why readers of the Ossianic poems
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 in Britain remained enthusiastic, even after the Highland Commission's
 report of 1805 laid their authenticity to rest.12 In The Sublime Savage:
 A Study of James Macpherson and the Poems of Ossian , Fionna Stafford
 argues that the Ossianic poems' continuing popularity was due to the
 fact that they appealed to the current vogue for the sublime while
 providing a "reassuring sense" of the permanence of classicism.13
 Adam Potkay concurs with this analysis, adding further that the poems
 also help "bridge the gap separating the emerging 'feminism' of polite
 society from the male 'chauvinism' of both the ancient polis and its
 modern apologists."14 Neither assertion, however, accounts for the
 poems' cross-national appeal. I suggest that we gain insight into the
 poems' popularity when we consider them as literary representations
 of a shift occurring in the hegemonic relationship between England
 and Scotland in the latter half of the eighteenth century.
 Following Antonio Gramsci's Prison Notebooks , Raymond Williams
 describes hegemony as:
 ... a lived system of meanings and values - constitutive and constituting - which as
 they are experienced as practices appear as reciprocally confirming. It thus con-
 stitutes a sense of reality for most people in the society, a sense of absolute because
 experienced reality beyond which it is very difficult for most members of the society
 to move, in most areas of their lives. It is, that is to say, in the strongest sense a
 "culture," but a culture which has also to be seen as the lived dominance and
 subordination of particular classes.15
 Hegemony naturalizes the interests of the group which dominates the
 economy. In eighteenth-century Britain, cultural or national affilia-
 tion was an important part of the hegemonic process, with English
 dominating over Scottish interests. Hegemony is never static, however:
 "It has continually to be renewed, recreated, defended, and modified.
 It is also continually resisted, limited, altered, challenged by pressures
 not at all its own."16 And certainly, we can see that the pressures exerted
 by Scotland on the system of English dominance throughout the
 eighteenth century were extensive, running the gamut from the armed
 rebellion of the Jacobites to the dialect poetry of Alan Ramsay. Richard
 B. Sher notes the impressive scientific and cultural achievements of
 Scotland in the latter half of the century, a concerted effort to
 counteract the negative impact of the Union and of the '15 and '45
 rebellions on Scotland. Sher suggests that as a result of Scotland's
 increasing international prominence, 'There was a growing sense
 among the cultural elite of Edinburgh that Scotland was on the verge
 of a new era of civilization and enlightenment which would compel
 Englishmen to forget past differences and to embrace their northern
 neighbors as equal partners in a truly united kingdom."17 But
 dominant interests always resist the equalization of subordinates. The
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 result was a shift to assimilate a new image of Scotland into a hegemonic
 process which continued to favor England.
 Macpherson's poems represented a pressure adjustment in the
 hegemonic process, away of acknowledging but also defusing Scottish
 interests. Macpherson raises the issues of Scottish integrity and cul-
 tural identity. For this reason he was supported, even perhaps com-
 missioned, by the Scottish literati.18 Murray Pittock reads the Ossianic
 poems as constituting "a reply to political repression" because
 Macpherson' s "subject manner might alert his Scottish readers to
 Jacobite codes."19 However, I would argue that the poems do not
 constitute an opposition to the hegemonic process; they do not
 represent "resistence, limitation, alteration or challenges." Rather,
 they demonstrate support for the hegemonic process, for they show
 an underlying identity between Scottish and English interests. Be-
 cause of their co-optable nature, then, the continuing popularity of
 Macpherson' s work was assured in a system in which the hegemonic
 group affects to "take into account the interests and the tendencies of
 the groups over which" it exercises hegemony.20
 Macpherson's work demonstrates what Homi К. Bhaba refers to as
 "a peculiar ambivalence that haunts the idea of the nation, the
 language of those who write it, and those who live it."21 The ambiguity
 in Macpherson's works was crucial to his efficacy in reinforcing the
 hegemonic process, allowing him to establish "consensual rule" by
 pleasing everyone involved: Highlanders, Lowlanders, and English.22
 This ambiguity is evident in his earliest known poems, "The Hunter"
 and "The Highlander," and is continued in his more famous works,
 the poems attributed to Ossian.
 On the surface, Macpherson's poems offer a sympathetic view of
 the Highlanders in the generation following the battle at Culloden
 and the subsequent suppression of their culture. Macpherson intro-
 duced his first efforts, the Fragments of Andent Poetry Collected in the
 Highlands of Scotland, and Translated from the Galic [sic] or Erse (1760),
 with a brief commentary about the antiquity of the poems and his
 literal translation of them. With each successive volume of the poems
 of Ossian, however, Macpherson included more and more commen-
 tary on Ossian, the Caledonians, and Scottish poetry and history. In
 Fingal, he writes that it is incumbent on him to provide so much
 material to counteract the "prejudices of the present age against the
 ancient inhabitants of Britain, who are thought to have been in-
 capable of the generous sentiments to be met with in the poems of
 Ossian."23 Such prejudices were in fact directed more against the
 present Highlanders rather than their progenitors, and Macpherson
 indicates the effect these prejudices have had on the Highlanders. He
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 suggests that the Highlanders have been led to see themselves as
 inferior, a reaction that critics like Frantz Fanon have identified as
 being typical of the colonized subject.24 As Macpherson attests: "The
 genius of the highlanders has suffered a great change within these few
 years .... Many have now learned to leave their mountains, and seek
 their fortunes in a milder climate; and though a certain amor patricie
 may sometimes bring them back, they have, during their abscence
 [sic] , imbibed enough of foreign manners to despise the customs of
 their ancestors" (I:XV) .
 On one level, Fingal, Temora , and the other poems of Ossian attempt
 to reanimate the "genius of the highlanders" by calling attention to
 the brave deeds of the early Caledonian warriors. Fingal is narrated by
 Fingal's son, the bard Ossian, and begins with an imminent invasion
 of Ireland by Swaran, King of Scandinavia. Cuchullin, guardian to the
 young king of Ireland, Cormac, sends for help from Fingal, "king of
 those Caledonians who inhabited the western coast of Scotland" (I:X) .
 In the meantime, Cuchullin fights against Swaran, but is defeated.
 The six day-long episodes which constitute the cantos of the poem
 describe how Fingal arrives with his fleet and repels the Scandinavians.
 Swaran is bound and delivered as a prisoner, but, out of pity, Fingal
 lets him go back to Denmark, upon his promising not to return to
 Ireland. The conclusion of the poem emphasizes the chivalric nature
 of the Highlanders. Grateful for his release, Swaran effuses to Fingal:
 "'In peace thou art the gale of spring. In war the mountain storm.
 Take my hand now in friendship, king of echoing Selma'" (1:78).
 Fingal also graciously returns Cuchullin's kingdom to him with words
 of encouragement: "The fame of Cuchullin,' he says, 'shall grow, like
 the branchy tree of Cromia' " (1:84) . Fingal's generosity earns him the
 respect and admiration of all around him as much as his military
 prowess does. Macpherson seems intent on supplying the High-
 landers with elegant manners as well as brave deeds. Temora, which
 Macpherson considers "infinitely more valuable" than Fingal because
 of "the light it throws on the history of the time" (II:xviii) continues
 the shining exploits of Fingal and his Caledonian warriors.
 However, the poems of Ossian appear equally as concerned with
 gaining a wider English-speaking audience's approval as with improv-
 ing the Highlanders' self-image. Macpherson suggests that his role is
 to render these compositions "agreeable to an English reader," and,
 accordingly, keeping the English-speaking public's predilections in
 mind, he styles Fingal and later Temara as Homeric epics. In the first
 edition of Temara he notes:
 Though this poem of Ossian has not, perhaps, all the minutiae which Aristotle from
 Homer lays down as necessary to the conduct of an epic poem, yet, it is presumed,
 it has all the grand essentials of the epopoea. Unity of time, place and action, is
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 preserved throughout
 neither descending into a cold meanness, nor swelling into ridiculous bombast.25
 The engravings on the frontispiece of Fingal and Temora depict neo-
 classic figures set in romantic wildernesses, suggesting Macpherson' s
 eagerness to win the approval of an audience with a classical education
 and to re-locate the southern classics to a northern clime. The detailed
 notes in Temara referring to the historical work of Tacitus, Porphyrius,
 and John Fordun, and the endless etymological references also indi-
 cate Macpherson' s desire to satisfy his critics trained in a classical
 background (many of whom were Irish scholars irate at his appropria-
 tion of what they considered their literary legacy) .
 However, what is most striking about Macpherson's poems and
 primarily responsible for their general appeal, I suggest, is that they
 present an account of Britain's history which conflates the Lowland
 Scots and the English with the Highlanders. In Fingal , Macpherson
 writes: "The Celtae, who inhabited Britain and Ireland before the
 invasion of the Romans, though they were divided into numerous
 tribes, yet, as the same language and customs, and the memory of their
 common origin remained among them, they considered themselves
 as one nation. After South Britain became a province of Rome, and
 its inhabitants begun to adopt the language and customs of their
 conquerors, the Celtae beyond the pale of the empire, considered
 them as a distinct people, and consequently treated them as enemies"
 (I:XIV) . Macpherson unites Highlanders and Lowlanders by drawing
 for them a common origin.
 Moreover, Fingal and Temara present a Scotland with which the
 English can identify, too, a Scotland which is the prototype of the
 civilization from which all the inhabitants of Britain evolved. The
 Highlanders Macpherson shows in his poems are not designed after
 his contemporaries living in the north of Scotland; they could be
 viewed as the mythical warriors of a British past.26 The Ossianic poems
 portray an unconquered Britain holding out against the onslaughts
 of invaders, and it is a Britain that both the English and Scots can
 identify with. When Macpherson notes that it is strange that the
 Ossianic poems which were so popular in "one part of the kingdom"
 should not have been heard of in another, and that "the British, who
 have carefully traced out the works of genius in other nations, should
 so long remain strangers to their own" (I:xiii-xiv), we can see how he
 conflates the identities of the English and the Gaels under the rubric
 "British." For all intents and purposes, then, Macpherson erases the
 cultural differences between the Highlanders, the Lowlanders and the
 English, even while he claims to represent the uniqueness of the
 Highlanders.
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 In fact, Macpherson' s poetry directed public interest away from the
 living traditions of the indigenous Gaelic culture and toward a fabri-
 cated ancient tradition. The early to mid-eighteenth century wit-
 nessed a renaissance in Gaelic poetry, a rejuvenation of Gaelic culture
 in the midst of political and economic changes. The old bardic system
 had all but disappeared, and a new, more colloquial poetry, on diverse
 subjects and with looser rhyme schemes, was being composed. Derick
 Thomson comments that "Gaelic poetry breathes a new air in the
 eighteenth century, and shows a new vigour."27 The first book pub-
 lished in Gaelic appeared in 1751, called pointedly, Aiseiridh na Sean
 Chanain Albannaich ( The Resurrection of the Andent Scottish Language).
 The author, Alasdair Mac Mhaistir Alasdair, imagines the Highlands
 marching once again under the Stuarts, freed from association with
 the Lowland Scots.28 (Ironically, the book also suggests that such an
 emancipation is impossible to attain; the preface itself was written in
 English.) But the members of the Highland Commission and other
 curious visitors investigating the existence of Gaelic poetry looked
 only for poems about Ossian and the heroes. To readers not familiar
 with the expanding Gaelic canon, Highland poetry meant Ossianic
 poetry.
 After the success of Fingal and Temor a, Macpherson was granted a
 government post and accompanied Governor George Johnstone to
 Florida as secretary, president of the council, and surveyor-general.
 He returned to England in 1765 and was allowed to retain his three
 hundred pounds per annum on the understanding that he would
 continue serving the government. He turned his attention to writing
 histories, translations, and government propaganda.29 The change
 from writing poetry was not as drastic as it might appear, however, as
 his later written works only extend his earlier promotion of the
 hegemonic process.
 In his The Introduction to the History of Great Britain and Ireland (1771),
 we see further evidence of Macpherson' s desire both to provide the
 Celts with a rich past, yet to ensure their ultimate assimilation. The
 Introduction clearly asserts the superiority of the Celts over the Anglo-
 Saxons. The ancient Celts in Britain were, says Macpherson, "fierce,
 passionate, and impetuous .... This vehemence of temperament
 proceeded, according to the ancients, from the full habit of their
 bodies, and the abundance of their blood."30 They were plain and
 honest, though quick-tempered, curious and hospitable, clean and
 neat. Macpherson also points out the aesthetic sensibilities of the
 ancient Highlanders. Song played an important role in their diver-
 sions and daily life: 'The moral character of our ancestors owed more
 to the compositions of the Bard than to the precepts of the Druid."
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 They listened to the poems "with such rapture that their character and
 manners were modelled on the virtues the Bards sang about" (200).
 (Macpherson refers to his own Fingal for proof of this.) Furthermore,
 he suggests that the government of the Celts was also enlightened.
 They practiced a kind of democracy which led to representative
 government: "It is certain that the ancient Britons . . . had their general
 assemblies of the people, in which all affairs of public concern were
 decided by the plurality of voices." Then when the state grew, not all
 the members could convene in the general assembly. Macpherson
 identifies the next stage in Celtic government, democratic repre-
 sentation: 'The expedient of delegation was obvious, and was natural-
 ly adopted; and length of time polished into what is called a
 convention of the states the democratical meetings of the Celtic
 nations" (240). In fact, he praises Celtic government by showing it to
 be like the contemporary British government: a mixture of democracy
 and monarchy.
 In contrast, the manner of life of Macpherson's Anglo-Saxons was
 "as opposite to those of the Celtae as the barbarism common to both
 could permit" (284). The history of the Saxons before they con-
 quered Europe has been lost, he says, but this is not to be regretted
 because they contributed no model of virtue. They were war-like,
 drinking ale from the skulls of their enemies and worshipping a God
 who delighted in human blood. They accepted a king in times of war,
 but then persecuted him later because they were so keen on their own
 freedom. The Celts were clearly the more advanced society, accord-
 ing to Macpherson.
 Yet in the process of praising the Celts over the Anglo-Saxons,
 Macpherson also lays the groundwork for their union by suggesting
 that the two groups share a common origin. He identifies three
 nations who populated Great Britain. The first group to settle in
 Britain from the continent were the Gaels, who eventually took up
 residence in the north. They were of pure Celtic origin. Second were
 the Cimbri, the ancestors of the modern Welsh people. They were
 actually a mixture of Celtic and Teutonic, or Sarmatie, races: "An
 unavoidable mixture with the Sarmatae beyond the Vistula and the
 Baltic had an effect on the genius of the Celtae of Germany; and they
 departed . . . from the purity of the language and from some of the
 manners of their ancestors" (11). The third migration to Britain,
 which was from Belgium, occurred considerably later. The Belgae
 were more versed in "civil arts" than the other two groups, having left
 the continent at a later period. Like the Cimbri, the Belgae were an
 unfortunate mixture of Celtic and Sarmatie blood. Macpherson em-
 phasizes that although these three groups spoke distinct languages,
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 they had descended from the same original people. Moreover, he tells
 us that the Anglo-Saxons, who invaded Britain after the Roman
 dominion failed, shared in part the same ancestry as the three British
 groups, for Macpherson notes that the region around the Baltic and
 modern Germany was the border country between the Celtic and the
 Sarmatie races. Although "The Saxons [who] settled in Britain are
 the most unmixed of the Sarmatae who first settled on the southern
 shore of the Baltic," they, too, were partially Celtic (15). In fact,
 Macpherson suggests that "scarce any one people from the pillars of
 Hercules to the Tan ais" are free from intermixture (19) . His Introduc-
 tion presents racial assimilation as the natural history of man. First the
 pure races mix and divide into smaller sub-groups, but they ultimately
 unite - this time as a result of the market system. Macpherson notes
 that the Celts and the Saxons start to intermingle again once they
 begin trading goods. The union of Scotland and England would be
 just one more example of this natural phenomenon of assimilation.
 Macpherson' s theories about language expressed in the Introduction
 also gesture toward assimilation. On several occasions he notes the
 purity of the Celtic language in Scotland, as he had done in the
 "Dissertation Concerning the Poems of Ossian." The Gaelic lan-
 guage, he noted there, is "pure and original." In the Introduction ,
 Macpherson appears to assert the integrity of language: "Nations are
 not so tenacious of their customs and manners as they are of their
 aboriginal tongues. The first may gradually vanish in the growing
 improvements of civil life; the latter can only be buried in the same
 grave with the people themselves." But he goes on to show how a
 language loses its integrity: "Conquest may confine the bounds of a
 language; commerce may corrupt it; new inventions, by introducing
 new words, may throw the old into disuse; a change in the mode of
 thinking may alter idiom: but . . . [language] retires from invasion into
 rocks and desarts [sic]; it subsists with the remains of a people; even
 mountains and rivers in part retain it when the people are no more"
 (255-56). He portrays a language gradually changing until there is
 nothing left of the original tongue but place names on a map. We
 note that in the picture Macpherson draws, the native speakers disap-
 pear; there is nothing left but an ephemeral spirit over the land.
 Macpherson' s interest in the unification of the Scots and the
 English in his own day is more explicit in The History of Great Britain,
 from the Restoration to the Accession of the House of Hanover, written in 1775.
 Here he undertakes to write the history of a period "hitherto very
 imperfectly known," in particular, the intrigues of the Glorious
 Revolution, the negotiations of James II in France and Scottish affairs
 after the Union. He claims to have made "intense inquiry into what
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 has been advanced on all sides" with the design of producing a
 narrative in which all the little known affairs "have been carefully
 connected to the great line of history."31 He draws the Act of Union
 into this "great line of history" as an inevitable event. While he
 acknowledges that the common people were enraged at the idea of
 uniting with England, and that "the terms of the Union were by no
 means calculated to flatter the pride of the Scots, as an independent
 people," he concludes that, "no expedient could be deemed unfor-
 tunate, that put an end to their own government, as it then stood"
 (11:360). Macpherson implies that the Scots had become too self-in-
 terested and that Union would provide some kind of moral rejuvena-
 tion.
 In his summary reflections, Macpherson expresses relief at the
 Union. The previous Scottish parliament, he claims, "could not fail
 to be productive of perpetual evils to the nation" (11:360). In his
 History , Macpherson suggests that it is only by uniting with England -
 by eliminating the differences of party - that the Scottish people can
 expel the "mean selfishness" within their midst and recover their
 original social contract.
 Macpherson' s later works are still more direct in promoting the
 hegemonic process. They encourage unity not just in the British Isles
 but in the entire British Empire. A Short History of the Opposition During
 the Last Session of Parliament (1779) examines the strife within the
 British government caused by the party system, a discord which
 Macpherson claims has fomented the American rebellion by exposing
 Britain's weakness. He inveighs against the forces of heterogeneity in
 Parliament:
 The vehemence of the present Opposition seems to have carried them to ex-
 tremities, which supersede all former descriptions of party. . . With a want of
 prudence, as well as of decency, they tie up the hands of their country in the hour
 of danger. They not only justify rebellion, against her authority, but indirectly
 promote a foreign war against her very existence. By magnifying the power of her
 opponents, they endeavor to depress her spirits; by exposing her real or pretended
 weakness, they wish to inspire her enemies with a confidence of success.32
 Interestingly enough, Macpherson describes here the idea of
 hegemony on which Antonio Gramsci would later elaborate. In
 Macpherson's prescribed plan, the forces of opposition are only to be
 allowed when they operate in the best interests of the state, in other
 words, when they promote homogeneity. Moreover, Macpherson
 writes, "the Author of the following Essay has long entertained an
 opinion, that the most formidable foes of Great Britain were nursed in
 her own bosom" (2). In this statement, Macpherson is actually refer-
 ring to the Whig "foe's" opposition to Lord North, but his remark
 strikes us as peculiarly appropriate when we consider how he himself
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 participated in the project of assimilating one group of England's
 erstwhile "foes," the Highlanders, into the rest of Great Britain. His
 later works, then, introduce into the political or state realm the idea of
 consensus which he promoted earlier in the private realm of culture.
 Macpherson professed back when he wrote Fingal that his purpose
 was, "To draw forth, from obscurity, the poems of my own country"
 (I:xxiv) . We can see how in fact his drawing forth of the thread of
 Highland culture forth effected its weaving into a British pattern.33
 Arriving when it did into literary circulation, Macpherson' s repre-
 sentation of ancient Scotland also conveniently complemented the
 national image which certain English writers were promoting for
 England. The historian Edward Gibbon, for example, used
 Macpherson' s claims to indicate the superiority of the British nation
 over the other nations in Europe. Gibbon's critique of Imperial Rome
 served also as advice for the strengthening of British Empire. In
 commenting on the military manoeuvers of Severus (Fingal! s "King of
 the World") in North Britain, Gibbon says the episode would "ill
 deserve our attention," had it not coincided with "the most shining
 period of the British history or fable," namely the time of Ossian. He
 continues: "Fingal, whose fame, with that of his heroes and bards, has
 been revived in our language by a recent publication, is said to have
 commanded the Caledonians in that memorable juncture, to have
 eluded the power of Severus, and to have obtained a signal victory on
 the banks of the Carun."34 According to Gibbon, the Romans met
 with no resistance at first, but as they pressed onwards, the
 Caledonians resorted to guerilla techniques and managed to kill off
 fifty thousand Roman soldiers. Gibbon does, however, qualify
 Ossian' s claims for the unadulterated military prowess of the
 Caledonians, suggesting their unscrupulousness in the arena of war.
 They carried on a campaign of resisting the troops of Severus despite
 their having negotiated a treaty with the Romans. Gibbon also notes
 that the independence which the Caledonians enjoyed was "not less
 indebted to their poverty than to their valour" (141); apart from
 Severus, the Romans did not think them worth conquering. Neverthe-
 less, Gibbon concludes that the poems of Ossian demonstrate the
 superiority of the inhabitants of Britain over their Mediterranean
 contemporaries:
 if we could, with safety, indulge the pleasing supposition that Fingal lived, and that
 Ossian sung, the striking contrast of the situation and manners of the contending
 nations might amuse a philosophic mind. The parallel would be little to the
 advantage of the more civilised people, if we compared the unrelenting revenge of
 Severus with the generous clemency of Fingal; the timid and brutal cruelty of
 Caraculla with the bravery, the tenderness, the elegant genius of Ossian; the
 mercenary chiefs who, from motives of fear or interest, served under the Imperial
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 standard, with the free-born warriors who started to arms at the voice of the king of
 Morven; if, in a word, we contemplated the untutored Caledonians, glowing with
 the warm virtues of nature, and the degenerate Romans, polluted with the mean
 vices of wealth and slavery. (266)
 In the midst of his references to the poems of Ossian, Gibbon
 indicates his awareness of the controversy surrounding their authen-
 ticity. He admits that "Something of a doubtful mist still hangs over
 these Highland traditions; nor can it be entirely dispelled by the most
 ingenious researches of modern criticism." But he nevertheless draws
 upon the poems to further his imaginative construction of the "warm
 virtues of nature" of the British peoples. He is quite happy to claim
 common ancestry with the heroic Caledonians, for the tales of Ossian
 offered a northern hero to supplant the figure of Brutus, a Roman, as
 the founder of England.
 In the nineteenth century, as the hegemonic process changed to
 support industrial development and the accompanying growth of the
 second British Empire, Macpherson's work served to justify the in-
 clusion of Scotland in the British imperial project while asserting the
 superiority of the English nation. Matthew Arnold opens his essay On
 the Study of Celtic Literature (1867) with a quotation from Macpherson
 which he wants to present as representative of Celtic history and
 character: "[The Celts] went forth to war, but they always fell."35 The
 phrase, from "Cathloda," appears again within the essay as an echo of
 Celtic ineptitude and a prophecy of the future. In his project of
 subordinating the "Celtic spirit" to the Anglo-Saxon "genius," Arnold
 interpreted Macpherson' s work as a manifestation of the "Celtic spirit"
 which had to be absorbed in order to create a "complete" British
 nation.
 Arnold's use of Macpherson' s Ossianic poetry in On the Study of Celtic
 Literature demonstrates the supplemental position he prescribes for
 Celtic culture.36 Arnold seeks to reduce the Ossianic poetry into pure
 "Celtic spirit," removing it from questions about its authenticity:
 Make the part of what is forced, modern, tawdry, spurious, in [Fingali > as large as
 you please; strip Scotland, if you like of every feather of borrowed plumes which on
 the strength of Macpherson' s Ossian she may have stolen from that vêtus et major
 Scotia, the true home of the Ossianic poetry, Ireland . . . there will still be left in the
 book a residue with the very soul of the Celtic genius in it, and which has the proud
 distinction of having brought this soul of the Celtic genius into contact with the
 genius of the nations of modern Europe, and enriched all our poetry by iL (371 )
 In an image of consumption, Scotland vanishes, reduced to a mere
 "residue." The Celtic residue, suggests Arnold, can "enrich" or nourish
 European poetry, especially English poetry.37 Arnold's prescription for
 the disappearance of a separate Celtic culture is not far from the
 prognosis Macpherson himself provided in the Introduction to the History
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 of Great Britain and Ireland when he described the Gaelic people vanish-
 ing, their language being reduced to place names of "rocks and
 desarts." For Arnold, too, there is a "natural" trend which will insure
 the "transformation" of the Celt into the Englishman.
 In On The Study of Celtic Literature , Arnold proposes a general model
 for the assimilation of the Celtic cultures into English culture which
 is similar to the kind of historical mythologizing which we saw in
 Macpherson's Introduction to the History of Great Britain and Ireland .
 Arnold, too, sets out to define the characteristics of the Celtic and the
 Saxon "geniuses," the ancestral strains of the modern British people.
 Arnold, however, reverses the value judgments of Macpherson's work
 in favor of the Anglo-Saxons. The typical Saxon, or German, he says,
 is steady and honest, although inclining to dullness. The Celt, how-
 ever, is passionate and impractical, which explains why he has ac-
 complished so little of measurable worth. The Celt always reacts
 against "the despotism of fact" and is inherently "undisciplinable,
 anarchical, and turbulent by nature," although he can devote himself
 wholeheartedly to a clan leader. Arnold contrasts this dogged devo-
 tion of the Celt with the Saxon temperament, which is "disciplinable
 and steadily obedient within certain limits, but retaining an in-
 alienable part of freedom and self-dependence," and concludes that
 the Saxon is the more mature of the two.38 The Celt, like the natives
 of the British imperial provinces, is fundamentally child-like, and must
 be governed for his own good.
 Arnold's purpose, then, in delineating the Celt and Saxon charac-
 ters is to show how different groups can be conjoined for the ultimate
 benefit of Britain. We can see the totalizing effect of Arnold's project
 to unite the British islands: "The fusion of all the inhabitants of these
 islands into one homogeneous, English-speaking whole, the breaking
 down of barriers between us, the swallowing up of separate provincial
 nationalities, is a consummation to which the natural course of things
 irresistibly tends; it is a necessity of what is called modern civilization"
 (296). But Arnold's "consummation" also implies a more unilateral
 action: the consuming or "swallowing up" of the Celtic provinces and
 the eradication of any languages other than English.39 Arnold clinches
 his argument when he marks the inevitable outcome of this process:
 "Science, - true science, - recognises in the bottom of her soul a law
 of ultimate fusion, of conciliation" (330) .
 Furthermore, Arnold goes on to prove that the incorporation
 between Celt and Saxon has already taken place on some level. Like
 Macpherson, Arnold advocates a future of union by theorizing a
 historical situation in which all races were one. The science of philol-
 ogy, he says, has already proved the common origin of the Celt and
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 the German in the Indo-European language. But the affinity between
 races still "in their mother's womb" counts for little. It is only when
 "the embryo has grown and solidifies into a distinct nature," when
 races have developed "marked, national, ineffaceable qualities to
 oppose or to communicate" (336), that similarities between them
 mean the most. Arnold calls attention to the common ancestry of the
 present races in Great Britain by comparing them in their developed
 manifestations and finds that the ultimate source of identification is
 literature: "I say that there is a Celtic element in the English nature,
 as well as a Germanic element, and that this element manifests itself
 in our spirit and literature" (340-41) . He quotes Morley's theory that
 England's geographical proximity to the Celtic provinces meant that
 England experienced some cultural cross-over: 'The main current of
 English literature cannot be disconnected from the lively Celtic wit in
 which it has one of its sources
 contact with the race that in its half-barbarous days invented Ossian's
 dialogues with St. Patrick, and that quickened afterwards the
 Northmen's blood in France, Germanic English would not have
 produced a Shakspeare." Arnold goes further than this, directly
 identifying Celtic magic in "Shakspeare's [sic] touch in his daffodil,
 Wordsworth's in his cuckoo, Keats's in his Autumn" (376). Arnold
 considers these writers to be both prototypes and products of an
 effective cultural fusion. But we note that they are undeniably
 English. The Celtic genius, it would seem, was originally pardy
 English.
 Macpherson's work provided a bridge between Defoe's anxiety
 about that "heterogeneous Thing, an Englishman" and Arnold's desire
 to assert a unified British Empire. Macpherson's poems and histories
 suggested an original homogeneity among the various constitutive
 races of Britain which Arnold later explained as an original "English-
 ness." Macpherson supplied a founding myth for the British Empire
 which rooted it in native, not continental, soil. Moreover, the myth
 provided the death of the original Celtic founding fathers. Ossian
 relates his tales retrospectively; his family, his friends, and his own
 "imagined community" have been cut off in their prime. In an age of
 nineteenth-century empire building, the appeal of the Ossianic
 "forgeries" was that they promoted cultural assimilation within the
 British Isles and the British Empire, representing an "Other" nation
 whose separate history and culture were always already assimilated.
 They provided a perfect model for the continuation of the hegemonic
 process.
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